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1. Purpose

Myelin water mapping aims to quantify the myelin content within the brain using the short T2 time of
water trapped between myelin sheets. Multi-exponential fitting of the T2 decay can be used to derive
the myelin water fraction (MWF)[1], a quantitative measure that can be applied to investigate myelin
change in neurodevelopment and disease. Investigations into the sensitivity of MWF to data quality
are limited. Here we demonstrate the influence of residuals on the MWF. These residuals are the fitting
error of the non-negative least square algorithm, which fits an exponential curve to the intensity decay
curve of multi-echo data. The aim is to obtain a visual representation of the influence of noise and
other external influences on the myelin mapping procedure [1] MacKay, A. et al. (2006). Magnetic
resonance imaging 24(4): 515-525

2. Material and Methods

3D GraSE multi-echo T2 sequence data was acquired on 2 healthy volunteers (Philips Achieva 3T). One
subject was scanned using a sequence of 32 echoes, 10 ms echo spacing, EPI factor 3, voxel size

1x1.2x4 mm , slice oversampling factor 1.4, FA 90, refocusing angle 175°, TR 800m) in accordance with3

the declaration of Helsinki.
Furthermore, data was acquired with a similar sequence, using a larger voxel size 1.3 x 1.4 x 4.4,
extended TR (1000 ms) and two scan averages, reducing the noise within the data. This data was
obtained from a different research center.

Regions of interest used for region-wise residual bootstrapping

Left subject was scanned using sequence 1 (small voxel sizes, single scan average). Right subject
was scanned using sequence 2 (larger voxel sizes, two scan averages). RmF = Right major forceps,
LmF = left major forceps, RIC = Right internal capsule, LIC = Left internal capsule, RS = right
splenium, LS = left splenium, RMF = Right major forceps, LMF = left major forceps



Within ROIs (Fig. 1), the measured decay curves were averaged.
A NNLS fitting algorithm was applied by fitting 120 base functions incorporating the extended phase
graph (EPG)[2]. MWF was defined as the relative fraction of the short T2 content (10–40 ms) to the
total T2 content. A similar procedure within each voxel yielded the residuals throughout the ROI. For
each echo, a random residual from within the ROI was added to the fitted curve of mean decay data.
500 representations of the mean data within the ROI (bootstraps) were thus obtained. A final NNLS
fitting procedure on each bootstrap yielded 500 MWF values for the same ROI. The Coefficient of
Variation (CoV, standard deviation/mean) and Coefficient of Dispersion (CoD, variance/mean) of these
MWF values were calculated for each ROI. Ideally values should be low and similar throughout the
data.

Workflow of region-wise residual bootstrapping

For all voxels within the region of interest, residuals of the NNLS fitting algorithm are collected.
Random residuals are then added to the fitted curve of the average decay curve of the region. Each
artificial representation thus obtained results in a single MWF.

Next, the residual bootstrapping was repeated on a voxel-by-boxel basis. Random residuals from
within a circular region around every voxel were added to the NNLS-fitted curve of that voxel. 50
representations of each voxel were thus generated. This results in 50 myelin water maps of the original
data. Coefficients of variation and dispersion were calculated. [2] Prasloski, T. et al. (2011). Magnetic
resonance in medicine

3. Results

Boxplots illustrate the result from residual bootstrapping. In every region, the spread of regional
myelin water fractions obtained through residual bootstrapping seems larger when using the first
GraSE sequence, having smaller voxels and only one scan average.



Boxplot of MWFs obtained through residual bootstrapping in different regions

Boxplot of Myelin Water Fractions that result from permuting residuals within a region of interest.
Data was obtained with GraSE sequence having slice thickness 4 mm and a single scan average



Boxplot of MWFs obtained through residual bootstrapping in different regions

Boxplot of Myelin Water Fractions that result from permuting residuals within a region of interest.
Data was obtained with GraSE sequence having slice thickness 4,4 mm and a two scan average

The coefficient of variation and of dispersion quantify this. The single average scan shows that the
standard deviation of MWF varies from its average result by 14% to 31%. Using the sequence with
larger voxel size and two scan averages, this variation of MWF becomes smaller. Because of its
mathematical description, the coefficient of dispersion is even more sensitive to differences in data
quality.



Coefficient of Variation and Coefficient of Dispersion within ROIs

Left: images acquired with slice thickness 4mm. Right: images acquired with slice thickness 4,4mm
and 2 scan averages. Top: Coefficient of Variation obtained after residual bootstrapping. Bottom:
Coefficient of Dispersion obtained after residual bootstrapping. The acquisition using two scan
averages results in smaller variation and dispersion of myelin water fraction.

The voxel-by-voxel approach results in the CoV and CoD maps shown below. These maps indicate
regions of low image quality in terms of high variation or dispersion of MWF obtained after residual
bootstrapping in the data.



Coefficient of Variation map

Coefficient of Variation maps of MWF resulting after permuting residuals of the NNLS fit within a
circular region surrounding every voxel. Left: CoV map of subject scanned using sequence 1 (slice
thickness 4 mm, single scan average). Right: CoV map of subject scanned using sequence 2 (slice
thickness 4,4 mm, two scan averages). The higher coefficient of variation in the left figure points at
a lower image quality

Coefficient of Dispersion map

Coefficient of Dispersion maps of MWF resulting after permuting residuals of the NNLS fit within a
circular region surrounding every voxel. Left: CoD map of subject scanned using sequence 1 (slice
thickness 4 mm, single scan average). Right: CoD map of subject scanned using sequence 2 (slice
thickness 4,4 mm, two scan averages). The higher coefficient of dispersion in the left figure points
at a lower image quality



4. Conclusion

The CoV and CoD represent the sensitiveness of a ROI to the influence of residuals, which vary
throughout the data due to external influences (random noise, eddy currents, non-ideal refocusing
pulses etc). Although this may influence the MWF calculation, the effect cannot be seen in the original
image (Fig.1). The CoV and CoD maps illustrate the influence of noise and other external influences on
the image quality. The CoV and CoD obtained after residual bootstrapping can provide a quantitative
measure of the reliability of MWF calculation.



5. Mediafiles

Boxplot of MWFs obtained through residual bootstrapping in different regions

Boxplot of Myelin Water Fractions that result from permuting residuals within a region of interest.
Data was obtained with GraSE sequence having slice thickness 4 mm and a single scan average



Boxplot of MWFs obtained through residual bootstrapping in different regions

Boxplot of Myelin Water Fractions that result from permuting residuals within a region of interest.
Data was obtained with GraSE sequence having slice thickness 4,4 mm and a two scan average



Coefficient of Dispersion map

Coefficient of Dispersion maps of MWF resulting after permuting residuals of the NNLS fit within a
circular region surrounding every voxel. Left: CoD map of subject scanned using sequence 1 (slice
thickness 4 mm, single scan average). Right: CoD map of subject scanned using sequence 2 (slice
thickness 4,4 mm, two scan averages). The higher coefficient of dispersion in the left figure points
at a lower image quality



Coefficient of Variation and Coefficient of Dispersion within ROIs

Left: images acquired with slice thickness 4mm. Right: images acquired with slice thickness 4,4mm
and 2 scan averages. Top: Coefficient of Variation obtained after residual bootstrapping. Bottom:
Coefficient of Dispersion obtained after residual bootstrapping. The acquisition using two scan
averages results in smaller variation and dispersion of myelin water fraction.



Coefficient of Variation map

Coefficient of Variation maps of MWF resulting after permuting residuals of the NNLS fit within a
circular region surrounding every voxel. Left: CoV map of subject scanned using sequence 1 (slice
thickness 4 mm, single scan average). Right: CoV map of subject scanned using sequence 2 (slice
thickness 4,4 mm, two scan averages). The higher coefficient of variation in the left figure points at
a lower image quality

Regions of interest used for region-wise residual bootstrapping

Left subject was scanned using sequence 1 (small voxel sizes, single scan average). Right subject
was scanned using sequence 2 (larger voxel sizes, two scan averages). RmF = Right major forceps,
LmF = left major forceps, RIC = Right internal capsule, LIC = Left internal capsule, RS = right
splenium, LS = left splenium, RMF = Right major forceps, LMF = left major forceps



Workflow of region-wise residual bootstrapping

For all voxels within the region of interest, residuals of the NNLS fitting algorithm are collected.
Random residuals are then added to the fitted curve of the average decay curve of the region. Each
artificial representation thus obtained results in a single MWF.


